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GCSE Fine Art @Delta Serlby 

Park Academy

Making 

Choices 

for Post 

16

Career opportunities

Careers: Form Time 

and Step Up Day

Shoes Project

Basic skills formal 

elements

Matisse cut outs

Sweets

Perspective

Colour mixing

African Masks

Printmaking

Cultural costume

Clay/card relief 

construction skills 

Introduction to Photoshop 

Bugs Project

Symmetry scale and 

proportion

Environmental issues

Pattern tessellation.

Portraits

German expressionism

Woodcuts

Painting

Futurism

Movement

Photography/ 

photo Shop

Figures

Messages

Current issues

Time

Travel

Journal

Collections

still Life

Developing the use 

of tone

Rembrandt

Cezanne

Paint and texture

Cubism

Viewpoints

Distortion

Landscape

Mark making

Impressionism

Use of colour 

Complementary and 

harmonious

Birds and Beasts

Nature

Printing

Collage

Mark Herald

Sea life

Pebbles

Texture

Charlotte Davis

Andy Goldsworthy

.

Year 8

Year 7

Year 9

Installations

Vessels

Kate Malone

Felt

Card construction

Year 10

Moments in time

Memories

Places

Companions

Symbols

Movement

Space

EXAM

Employment
Look at the 

school displays 
or online for 
employment 
opportunities 

available to you. 

College
Look at local and 

national colleges for 
level 3 courses that 

appeal to you.

A Levels
Further your 
knowledge, 

understanding 
and skills in the 

subject area.  
Usually a 

requirement for 
universities.

University
Take your studies to 

the next level,  
choose a course that 

interests you the 
most.

Post 
School
Options

The field of fashion design 
is ripe with opportunity for 
any artist with a passion 
for style and transcending 
convention. The industry 
allows fashion designers 
to be creative and chic; 
eagerly drawing on ideas 
from their unique 
imaginations. Fashion 
designers create art while 
simultaneously 
maintaining visionary 
perspectives.

Tattoo artists are skilled 
practitioners who design 

and apply decorative 
works of art to the skin 

of a client. Often 
considered a symbol of 
rebellion, an ancient art 
form, or the work of a 

non-conventional artist, 
Tattoo Art has evolved 
into a modern art form, 
where it's most skilled 

craftsmen achieve 
celebrity status and 

have potential clients 
waiting for months to 

secure an appointment.

An interior designer is an artist 
who works with clients to 

decorate interior spaces. Interior 
designers are educated in the 
field of design and are trained 

artists who understand textiles, 
fabrics, patterns, colour theory, 
trends, styles, and aesthetics. A 
person who works as an interior 

designer may work in commercial 
or residential settings to create 

beautiful, unified interiors.
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Photography@Delta Serlby 

Park Academy

Making 

Choices 

for Post 

16

Career opportunities

Careers: Form Time 

and Step Up Day

Photography 

Transition Project

‘Senses’

Messages

Time

Travel

Journal

Collections

Portraits

Identity

Photoshop

Personal portraits 

Editing images

Joiner – Squares 

Cut and paste

Stiches

Use of line

Double images

Utensils

Reflections

Distortion

Pattern

Kaleidoscope

Duplicating rotate

PHYSICAL EDIT 

Photography

Collage

Weaving mixing coloured 

images with black and white

Adding paint

Masking areas off with tape 

Drawing into the photographs

Cutting and scratching into the 

photographs

EXAM

Employment
Look at the 

school displays 
or online for 
employment 
opportunities 

available to you. 

College
Look at local and 

national colleges for 
level 3 courses that 

appeal to you.

A Levels
Further your 
knowledge, 

understanding 
and skills in the 

subject area.  
Usually a 

requirement for 
universities.

University
Take your studies to 

the next level,  
choose a course that 

interests you the 
most.

Post 
School
Options

Studying photography 
provides you with 
expertise in sophisticated 
photography techniques, 
such as composition, 
manipulation, editing, 
processing, colouring and 
visual effects, as well as 
practical skills in relevant 
technologies.

Studying photography 
enhances your 
creative, social and 
cultural understanding, 
while developing your 
specialist technical 
knowledge around 
equipment, techniques 
and style

Advertising art director
Film/video editor
Graphic designer

Magazine features editor
Medical illustrator

Photographer
Press photographer

Television camera operator

Focal points and 

Rule of thirds

Depth of Field


